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Abstract—Cloud computing technology is one of the key considerations for
business willing to access to different cloud services over the Internet and to
benefit from the diversity of IaaS offers and pricing models. Although several
solutions are available in the market, there are still some issues to solve. The
main important aspect to address is the user’s request complexity, the vendor
lock-in risk and the SLA fulfillment. In this paper, we propose a Multi-Cloud
Broker called MCB that allows an efficient and optimal service component distribution among different clouds in flexible and dynamic infrastructure provisioning environment, in order to achieve better Quality of Service and cost efficiency. The request partitioning is the main step of our approach, this step is
performed using Gomory-Hu tree based algorithm. Our simulation results show
how our algorithm is better than existing partitioning algorithms in terms of
running time.
Keywords—cloud computing, infrastructure-as-a-service, multi-cloud, resource-provisioning, quality-of-service, service deployment

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is a new technology that has facilitated outsourcing enterprises’
IT infrastructures on an economic basis. It enables dynamic provisioning of virtual
machines and scalable applications to suit their needs thanks to a “pay as you go”
pricing model. The lack of common cloud standards and vendor lock-in issues hinder
the interoperability across cloud providers. So, in the cloud customer’s perspective,
selecting the appropriate cloud offers that fits his needs is a difficult task. Thus, several promising approaches for interoperating clouds are present in the literature [4, 2].
A natural evolution in Cloud computing is happening by renting heterogeneous
cloud resources and using different services from multiple clouds in order to have a
wider range of choices with various cost and quality of services. Improving the QoS,
while optimizing the global infrastructure cost; the ability to migrate among several
providers; avoiding vendor lock-in; and the need of specific Cloud services which are
not provided elsewhere are some of the reasons for using services from multiple
clouds. In Multi-Cloud model [3], as the focus of our work, the broker is responsible
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to deal with provider API variations and guarantee a layer of indirection, interposed
between the customers and the IaaS providers.
As presented in our previous work [1], the request can be considered as an abstract
Composite Infrastructure Service characterized by a set of functional and nonfunctional attributes for each included component. The service deployment on different clouds paves the way for the following advantage:
• Availability and disaster recovery: Failure and low QoS can be compensated
quickly with minimal error.
• Geographical coverage: Users from different locations access to service with high
QoS.
• No vendor lock-in: Virtual machines can be migrated easily between cloud providers in case of any QoS violation.
• Cost reduction: Different pricing model of the providers can be exploited to reduce
infrastructure cost.
In this work, we propose a Broker-Based system to help IaaS users (or service providers) to deploy theirs services in a suitable strategy across multiple clouds automatically. Firstly, the user request is modeled as a graph which contains the detailed requirements about the service to deploy, such as the requested resources for each component of the service, optimization criteria, user objectives and constraints. Secondly,
a splitting Algorithm is used to solve the request partitioning problem. This algorithm
is based on Gomory-Hu graph transformation [5]. Lastly, cost-aware provider selection is proposed to efficiently map each partition to the most suitable cloud platform
while reducing the cost for customers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we present
the problem statement. Section 3 introduces relevant related work in this topic. In the
Section 4, we present and detail our proposed multi-cloud broker (MCB) that helps
IaaS users to deploy complex services in multi-cloud environment. Section 5 presents
the performance evaluation of our partitioning algorithm. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper and presents an overview about our future work.

2

Problem Statement

Nowadays, the service request can be expressed as a complex topology with nodes
and links constraints. Partitioning request over multiple cloud platforms while optimizing the overall service cost is a complex task. In addition, manual service deployment onto the cloud can be complex and fault-prone. Therefore, a third party that acts
between cloud providers and customers is required in order to negotiate and allocate
resources among multiple clouds.
To study customer requirements and concerns for deploying a composite infrastructure service in multi-cloud environment, we consider a set of virtual appliances
modeled as an undirected graph which have communication among them. The good
example of real world is the cloud infrastructure services (virtual machines, applianc-
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es …) rented from multiple cloud providers for deploying multi-tier applications supporting web-based services (S1, S2, S3and S4) as described in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Motivation scenario

The business expert of the multi-tier application might be interested in cloud deployment in order to minimize infrastructure and maintenance costs, as well as to gain
the advantage of on-demand scaling. He prefers multiple clouds deployment to allow
disaster recovery and offer service in different geographic zones.
The challenges of such deployment are (i) how to select the best reliable cloud and
allocate resource for each component?. (ii) What is the best strategy to decrease latency and data transfer cost between selected clouds?; (iii) What about the total Cloud
deployment cost of the composite infrastructure service?.
In this context, the objective of our paper is to formulate our problem as and propose a broker-based system that assists IaaS users in selecting the appropriate cloud
platform that best suits their requirements and needs. The broker has to optimally split
the request into sub-requests assigned to each suitable cloud provider, offer a service
that ensures optimal resource provisioning, SLA enforcement and automatic deployment.

3

Related Work

Due to the growth of cloud computing, there has been a significant amount of research on IaaS clouds, resource provisioning from multiple clouds, cloud brokering
and techniques for virtual resource mapping.
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The authors in [6, 7] have studied the problem of resource provisioning for a specific type of application across multiple infrastructure providers in cloud or cloudbased data centers. Multiple researches propose algorithms and techniques for cost
optimization. As in [8, 9], some provisioning algorithms aim at minimizing the workflow execution cost while meeting the QoS constraints in cloud and grid computing.
Reference [10] proposes a new qualitative economic model based optimization approach to compose an optimal set of infrastructure service requests over a long-term
period.
Multiple studies deal with the complexity of cloud service selection that while minimizing deployment cost. In [11], a 0-1 integer programming based algorithm is proposed to select the optimal cloud in which a latency sensitive service can be deployed.
The programming is subject to multiple criteria, such as resource capacity, load balance and latency request. The authors in [12] discuss how to disperse the different
components of the application among multiple clouds and map them to rented cloud
resources while minimize the total cost and maintaining an acceptable level of performance. To address multiple objectives (e.g., cost minimization and performance
optimization), multi-objective programming based solution is proposed in [13, 14].
The solution scores all kinds of constraints for each cloud service providers, especially on the technology heterogeneity, and then chooses the provider with the maximum
score.
To tackle the problem of virtual resource mapping, graph theory based approaches
have been proposed [15-17, 21, 28, 29]. The requested virtual machines communicated with each other are viewed as an undirected weighted graph. The infrastructure is
viewed as another weighted undirected graph. When communication between VMs
and bandwidth are taken into account, it must resort to the networked model, such as
graph theory (including graph partitioning, sub-graph matching and the shortest path
tree etc…) and virtual network embedding.
Several works [18, 3] have addressed cloud brokering service where the broker
acts as a third party between the user and the cloud providers to simplify the service
selection and integration from many cloud platforms according to their demand requirements and objectives. The authors in [19] address the problem of multi-cloud
resource management that is an optimization problem aimed at reducing the monetary
cost and the execution time of consumer applications using Infrastructure as a Service
of multiple cloud providers.
Reference [20] tackles the issue of finding an appropriate combination of cloud resources from different cloud providers that satisfies application requirements on the
one hand and takes into account general consumer requirements such as budget and
time limitation constraints, on the other hand.
However, researches aforementioned are used to address different kinds of problems with different objectives. The majority of these works only consider a single
cloud provider. This may not be the most realistic scenario nowadays, since many
user requests are complex and need to be provisioned across different infrastructures
belonging to multiple providers to deploy and deliver services end to end.
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4

The Proposed Approach

In this section, we discuss some challenging aspects of the multi-cloud deployment
problem. Specifically, we investigate the question of cloud request partitioning and
selecting the most Infrastructure providers for component services hosting and the
decision on deployment taking into account user’s requirements and QoS constraints.
4.1

Multi-Cloud Broker architecture

Figure 2 presents the architecture of the proposed multi-cloud broker called MCB
and depicts a scenario where MCB deals with three cloud providers to offer cloud
services.

Fig. 2. The MCB Architecture Overview.

The goal is to deploy a complex service composed of a set of components that are
executed as interconnected virtual machines in different cloud platforms.
The key process of our system is detailed in the following steps:
Step 1: The user formulates and sends the request to the MCB.
Step 2: The MCB decompose the request into sub-request and try to minimize the
number of partitions that can be mapped to at least one cloud provider meeting the
user requirements. In this step, the MCB uses the clustering algorithm based on Gomory-Hu transformation [5] to split the graph request. This technique will be detailed
in the following.
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Step 3: Once the partitions are defined, the MCB allocates each partition from the
most suitable cloud using the cost-aware provider selection procedure that will be
detailed after. Based on the sub-request requirement, it generates actions and a list of
VM templates to be sent to each cloud provider in order to host the service in its own
datacenter.
Step 4: The user can access to generic and uniform user interface to manage, deploy and monitor the composite service.
4.2

User request model

As presented in our previous work [1], the service request is modeled as weighted
undirected graph GR (VR, ER), where VR is the set of requested nodes, ER is a set of
required links. As shown in Figure 3, each node 𝑆𝑆# ; 𝑖𝑖 = {1, . . , 4} is associated with a
set of resources such as CPU, memory and storage and each link 𝑆𝑆#- ; 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 =
{1, . . , 4} is specified by bandwidth and other parameters (e.g., data transfer rate, delay
...).

Fig. 3. User Service Request Model.

The request is a file described by the user based on standard language (e.g. XML
or JSON). This file contains the detailed requirements about the service to deploy,
such as the requested resources for each component of the service, optimization criteria, user objectives and constraints.
4.3

Virtual cloud resources model

Our virtual resource model is based on the model proposed by Amazon EC2 [25].
It classifies the resources (i.e., virtual machines) into certain types, each type having a
set of attributes (e.g., virtual CPU, storage, memory, operating system, I/O performance). Each resource type is announced with the associated cost. Table 1 shows the
data structure of our virtual resource model.
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Table 1. Data structure of virtual cloud resource model
Element

Attributes

InP (IaaS Provider)

Id
Name

Resource Type

Id
Attributes (CPU, RAM, STO)
Location
Resource Type cost (per compute unit)
Available ( true/false)

Peering Nodes

Id
Accessible peering node id
Inbound traffic cost
Outbound traffic cost

4.4

Multi-cloud model

A Multi-cloud strategy is to use multiple cloud service providers to create a solution that is tailored to business needs. Such strategy allows companies to avoid being
restricted to a particular vendor and offers more flexibility.
In multi-cloud environment, clouds communicate via a substrate network, a cloud
broker is responsible to negotiate with cloud providers on behalf of the user, may also
act as a cloud aggregator and provide a unified interface to nonstandard vendor APIs
[26, 27]. The broker guarantees that all participating cloud providers disclose their
resources information and a set of peering nodes that simplifies the inter-cloud communication.
We model this substrate network as a weighted undirected graph GS (VS, ES).
Each substrate node u∈ VS represents a cloud resource (VM, server, router, etc...) and
characterized by a set of functional attributes including its type (e.g., node type, OS,
virtual environment, etc.) and a set of non-functional attributes (CPU capacity,
memory capacity, storage capacity, etc…). Each substrate link (u, v) ∈ ES is characterized by a set of attributes especially bandwidth capacity.
Figure 4 illustrates the view of the broker on the multi-cloud topology where {U,
V… Y} is the set of peering nodes and {a, b… g} is the set of offered resources type.
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Fig. 4. The Broker's View on the Multi-Cloud Topology.
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4.5

Request partitioning

For sake of simplicity, the MCB try to split the request graph GR (VR, ER) into a
set of partitions that can be mapped to at least one provider satisfying the QoS constraints. In this section, we propose a new approach based on the clustering of the
query graphs.
Gomory-Hu tree graph construction: Gomory-Hu Tree of a graph G is a succinct representation of the edge connectivity between all pairs of its nodes. The tree
has the same set of vertices as input graph and has N-1 (N is number of nodes) edges.
The Edge capacity function is defined using the minimum cuts [21] between all pairs
of nodes of the original graph.
We describe in this section a formal code of the classical Gomory-Hu algorithm
[4], used to get the tree representation of the requests. We apply the Gomory-Hu
transformation to the request graph GR (VR, ER) in order to get the succinct representation called TGR (TVR, TER). Figure 5 illustrates an example of Gomory-Hu
tree construction.
Algorithm 1: Gomory-Hu Tree Construction Algorithm
Input: GR (VR, ER);
/* GR
is the request graph */;
Output: TGR (TVR, TER); /* TGR is the obtained tree*/;
Init: TVR = VR, TER = Ø, TEMP = VR ;
while ( TEMP ≠ ∅ ) do
𝑆𝑆 ← 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ( 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 );
{𝑆𝑆B , 𝑆𝑆C } ← 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ( 𝑆𝑆, 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 G ) ;
TVR = { 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 G \ 𝑆𝑆 } ∪ {𝑆𝑆B , 𝑆𝑆C } ;
TER = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 G ∪ (𝑆𝑆B , 𝑆𝑆C ) ;
|𝑆𝑆B | > 1
If
then
TEMP
=
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ∪ {𝑆𝑆B } ;
end if
If |𝑆𝑆C | > 1 then
TEMP = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ∪ {𝑆𝑆C } ;
end if
end while
return TGR
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Fig. 5. Gomory-Hu Transformation Example.

Gomory-Hu tree based request partitioning. Our problem is a variant of minimum k-cut of a graph partitioning [21]. A k-cut is a set of edges whose lifting would
partition the graph into k connected components. The minimum k-cut finds the cut set
with the minimum total weight (i.e., in our case the sum of bandwidth on the edges).
The problem of minimum k-cut is N-Complete for non-fixed k. Thus, in our approach
we define k according to the number of locations specified in the graph request.
Given a graph request GR (VR, ER) and for a fixed k, we can obtain k partitions
by removing (k-1) edges in the resulted Gomory–Hu tree graph TGR (TVR, TER)
with the lowest bandwidth. This technique allows, in one hand, to group the nodes
with high interactions in the same partition and to minimize the interactions in term of
traffic exchanges between partitions in other hand.
Figure 6 illustrates an example of request partitioning into tree partitions based on
the proposed approach.
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Fig. 6. Gomory-Hu based Graph Partitioning Example.

To obtain the tree partitions, we remove two edges with the lowest bandwidth (i.e.,
(S3, S8) and (S3, S5) which has min({10, 9, 6}) = 6) from the resulted tree graph.
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4.6

Scheduler

Once the request partitioning is done, the scheduler should select for each partition
the most suitable provider in order to allocate the required resources. This step is
conducted using cost-aware provider selection procedure that aims to minimize the
total resource allocation and networking costs. Before detailing this assignment program, we introduce some notations and definitions used in the remainder of this procedure.
Definition 1: Given a graph GR (VR, ER) of the request 𝑟𝑟, a graph partition 𝑃𝑃#
identified by (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑖𝑖 ) is a set of 𝑙𝑙 connected nodes (i.e., a group of connected VMs).
For each request 𝑟𝑟, we denote the set of all partitions obtained in the k-cut request
partitioning 𝑃𝑃TU = {𝑃𝑃B , … , 𝑃𝑃U }.
Where:

W

𝑃𝑃# ∩ 𝑃𝑃- = ∅ , ∀ 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗

⋃ 𝑃𝑃# = 𝑉𝑉 G , 𝑖𝑖 = {1, … , 𝑘𝑘}

Definition 2: The link between two nodes 𝑙𝑙 and 𝑙𝑙\ in the same partition 𝑃𝑃# is denot#
^
ed by 𝑒𝑒(],
]^ ) and characterized by a bandwidth 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(], ] ) . We define the set of this links

#
\
G
as 𝐿𝐿# = { 𝑒𝑒(],
]^ ) ; 𝑙𝑙, 𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝑉𝑉 }.

Definition 3: We define the set of links between two partitions 𝑃𝑃# and
𝑃𝑃- as 𝑒𝑒 T(bc , bd) . Each link in this set is characterized by a bandwidth 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(bc , bd) . This
set is the (k-1) removed edges in the Gomory-Hu tree in order to split the request.
Cost function. Handling complex service requires more attention to the computing and networking requirements, especially the cost metric, to make the decision
about the resource allocation for each partition. Equation (1) is the cost 𝐶𝐶efghi]
, bc of a
given partition 𝑃𝑃# when assigned to provider c. It is the sum of computing cost
jgklmh#no
𝐶𝐶e , bc
, defined in (2), needed to serve all partition’s nodes during a period T
pqhrgTU#no

and the networking cost, formulated in (3), 𝐶𝐶e , bc
other partitions.
|x}~yÄÅÇ

Ctwxyz{
, uv = Ct , uv
|x}~yÄÅÇ

Ct , uv

= ∑{ ∈

ÑÖyÜxáàÄÅÇ

+ Ct , uv

uv

cost( l ). T

inside and its connection with
(1)
(2)

Where 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐( 𝑙𝑙 ) is the cost of VM instance type 𝑙𝑙.
Equation (3) is the networking cost for serving partition 𝑃𝑃# among provider 𝑐𝑐. It includes the traffic cost between partition’s nodes 𝐶𝐶e#n, bc , as in (4), and the communication cost with others partitions 𝐶𝐶egmh
, bc as formulated in (5).
ÑÖyÜxáàÄÅÇ

Ct , uv

= CtÄÅ, uv + Ctxy
, uv

CtÄÅ, uv = ∑{ ,{^ ∈

uv

bwî{, {^ ï . CtÑÖy
,î{,{^ ï
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\
Where 𝐶𝐶epqh
,î],]^ ï is the cost of connecting two nodes 𝑙𝑙 and 𝑙𝑙 in the same partition

among the provider 𝑐𝑐.

ÑÖy
ó
Ctxy
, uv = ∑òôB bw(uv , uñ ) . Ct ,t^

(5)

Where 𝑠𝑠 the number of partitions that are connected to 𝑃𝑃# and 𝐶𝐶epqh
, e ^ is the intercloud cost (i.e., a traffic cost between clouds 𝑐𝑐 and 𝑐𝑐 \ ) when partitions 𝑃𝑃# and 𝑃𝑃- are
assigned to providers 𝑐𝑐 and 𝑐𝑐 \ respectively.
Cost-aware provider selection. As shown in Figure 7, the scheduler defines for
each provider the cost matrix that gives the cost of each partition. To optimize the
resource allocation cost, we use cost-aware provider selection procedure detailed in
the Algorithm 2 that handles partition mapping based on the cost 𝐶𝐶efghi]
, bc .
Our selection procedure aims to estimate for each partition the cost 𝐶𝐶efghi]
, bc using
equation (1) among all the cloud providers to choose the suitable one with the lowest
cost.
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Fig. 7. Cost-Aware Provider Selection Example.

The selection procedure handles the partitions and their total required resources.
Based on the equation (1), it calculates for each partition the costs for resource allocation among all cloud providers to select the suitable one (which have the lowest cost).
The procedure continues until all partitions are mapped to selected providers, and
returns the mapping matrix.
As depicted in Figure 7, by executing Algorithm 2 to the tree partitions {A, B, C}.
The partition A has cost_Matrix[A] = [$10, $12, $13] and from where is mapped to
provider 1. The partition B has cost_Matrix[B] = [$8.50, $6.50, $7] so is mapped to
provider 2. The partition C has cost_Matrix[C] = [$3.9, $5, $3] so is mapped to pro-
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vider 3. So the resulted mapping matrix is mapping_plan = {provider1, provider 2,
provider 3}.
Algorithm 2: Cost-Aware Provider Selection Algorithm

Input:
Páà = {PB , … , Pà }
Cp = {cB , … , c} }
,
;
Output: mapping_plan[i];
Initialize:
satisfied ← 0;
mapping_plan[i] ←
null ;
costMat≠PÄ , cò Æ ← null;
For (PÄ ∈ Páà ) do
For (cò ∈ Cp ) do
costMat≠PÄ , cò Æ ← calcul_cost (using equation 1);
End for
Sort the list of providers by their costs and capacities;
For (cò ∈ Cp ) do
If ( cò can host PÄ ) then
mapping_plan[i] ← cò ;
satisfied ← satisfied + 1 ;
break;
End if
End for
End for
If
(satisfied ≠ k)
then
mapping_plan[i] ←
null ;
end if
Return mapping_plan;

4.7

Cloud manager

The cloud manager addresses the management and monitoring actions and provides a uniform and generic user interface to manage services that are executed as
virtual machines in heterogeneous distributed data center infrastructures. To provide a
multi-cloud interoperability, cloud manager uses specific adapters and interfaces to
communicate with other cloud providers. OpenNebula [22] is an example such cloud
manager which allows the management of heterogeneous infrastructures and provides
API to interoperate with others clouds such as ElasticHosts [23], Amazon EC2 [24].

5

Simulation Results

We present in this Section the results of the performance evaluation of our partitioning approach. The simulation was performed using python based simulator and
NetworkX library [30]. Our results are compared to those obtained using Mixed Integer Program (MIP) proposed in [28] and Iterated Local Search (ILS) approach [29].
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Average running time (Sec)

Average running time (Sec)

To evaluate the performance of our approach, we first define the simulation parameters as follows: Each graph request is generated with a random number of connected nodes ([50, 300]). Each link is characterized by a weight representing the resource and networking requirements. This weight is uniform and distributed in [1, 9].
The goal of our simulation is to partition the graph request into k = 4 and k=9 partitions. We run the simulation 40 times and use the average running time metric to
compare results.
Figures 8 shows the average running time for k= 4 and k= 9 against the number of
nodes. We observe that our approach is better than others algorithm in terms of average running time.

Number of nodes
k=4

Number of nodes
k=9

Fig. 8. Average running time for k=4 and k= 9.

6

Conclusion

The diversity of services in a multiple Clouds environment is encouraging more
SaaS providers to move towards using the infrastructure services provided by the
Cloud providers instead of running their own data centers. However, the lack of an
efficient service that maps requested resources, required for composite infrastructure
Service Deployment, to offered resources and SLA management approach that minimize the overall deployment cost under QoS constraints impedes this evolutionary
process. To tackle these barriers, in this paper, we proposed a Multi-Cloud Broker
that allows the deployment of composite infrastructure service across multiple clouds.
The main contribution of our work is the Multi-Cloud Broker architecture which
illustrates the key process of our approach. Firstly, we have modeled the user request
and virtual cloud resources as a graph, Secondly, we have implemented the request
partitioning algorithm implemented based on Gomory-Hu graph transformation.
Thirdly, we have formulated the cost function which is used in the proposed costaware provider selection algorithm. Lastly, we have conducted experimentation to
evaluate the performance of our partitioning approach, the results we have obtained
shows how our approach is better than others.
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This work is a preliminary schema of the proposed approach, so as future work,
there are still many challenges which are needed to be covered during the complete
definition and implementation of our Multi-Cloud Broker framework.

7
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